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There are moments in life
Where time stands still
Clarity of thought
Knowing your will
The chaos around
Fades away
And all that's left is... 

Open my eyes
No compromise
Let me be a living sacrifice
Open my ears
No crying tears

Everyday to me seems like a... a leap of faith
When I think of what's to come
Reflect on what's already taken places
We've been people we've met along the way
You've shown me more than I could imagine or dream

Lookin' back at times when it was just you and me
Nothing else, no one around, your all I can see
When I'm feeling down, when I'm feeling sad, you
always make me laugh

Worries, cares, and dreams are all left miles behind
When I think of what your son did so I could survive
another day and all eternity with you
Still I always wonder why I questioned your truth

Lookin' back at times when it was just you and me
Nothing else, no one around, your all I can see
When I'm feeling down, when I'm feeling sad, you
always make me laugh

Open my eyes

Lookin' back at times when it was just you and me
Nothing else, no one around, your all I can see
When I'm feeling down, when I'm feeling sad, you
always make me laugh
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Fireflies on twilight roadsides (Open my eyes)
Late night rides in crater moonlight (Open my eyes)
Chester's pulling to the right side (Open my eyes)
Justin swears it's hailing outside
White out, snowed in, we're not leaving (Open my eyes)
Framing moments, scenes of my life (Time stand still,
Open my eyes)
Movie, music, these are the lines (Open my eyes)
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